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Log Line: Two Worlds, One Connection. Nima discovers arranged marriages in Mumbai 
may have their advantages over the singles scene in Manhattan after all. 
 

At 27 in Mumbai, Nima is considered over the hill. She is a social and 
professional embarrassment to her family, the descendants of a renowned sect of 
matchmakers. Having arranged thousands of marriages, they do not understand why 
she will not settle down, but Nima wants romance and won’t commit unless she falls in 
love. Notwithstanding, her technical skills have helped the family business achieve great 
financial success. They run the largest and most successful matchmaking company in 
Mumbai, catering to the elite. As most of her friends are getting married, planning 
weddings, already married, or having children, Nima’s parents frantically insist that she’s 
at risk of spinsterhood. They decide that she must get married immediately because her 
failure to matrimonially launch puts their considerable business at risk. Desperate, they 
introduce her to Anika, who is touted as the best matchmaker in India - for the ‘mature 
bride’. Even though Nima believes that the old ways are antiquated, to please her family, 
they all meet with Anika who explains that due to Nima’s ‘old age’ her choices are slim. 
Anika believes she may be able to find someone, but Nima must make a decision to 
marry by the third date because younger and prettier prospective brides are available. 
Nima agrees to date a series of comedic ‘eligibles’ but barely gets past date number 
one. Her frustrated and culturally conservative parents in conjunction with friends, the 
matchmaker, a spiritual leader and shrink, plan an intervention since the only logical 
reason for Nima’s behavior is that she is possessed. Tipped off by her grandmother, 
Nima impulsively accepts a dream job in the US and plots her escape.  

On the day of the intervention, Nima leaves her family a note and dashes to the 
airport. Her father races after her, igniting airport security that his ‘child’ is running away. 
The race comes to an abrupt stop once they realize that the ‘child’ is 27 years old.  

Nima arrives in NYC during a blizzard and reports to her new job as developer of 
a new dating application. LOVETECH is a division of the fastest growing tech company 
in the world. She is assigned to create the ‘Love App’. Her boss, who she inadvertently 
met on the plane, helps her find an apartment and she settles into Manhattan. She 
researches its dating scene, attending speed dates, singles bars, house parties and 
singles mixers. With new friends Jason, gay; Lonni, sexually fluid; and co-worker Rene, 
socially conservative - all looking for love, Nima tests the Love App on them with great 
success. She has successfully identified the algorithm that guarantees chemical 
attraction. Nima even meets a man who is perfect for her. She instantly falls in love, but 
ultimately discovers that he may not be who he seems. Vivek, who lives in her building, 
befriends her. He takes her on a tour of the city’s Indian community as they discover 
Manhattan and each other. Will the Love App work for Nima or are the old ways her best 
bet for love?   
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